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You’ll receive bonuses for the right load and speed. Enjoy the view as you drive through the city. Play Mini-games - Drive over temporary ramps for a limited time. Avoid obstacles on your way. Drive in the city and be the best driver! City Rush is the ultimate test of driving skills. In this game you will have to complete a series of a missions on the streets of the city. You need to be a good driver in
order to pass all the tasks and complete the missions. Game features Over 60 high quality achievements and bonuses. 3 game modes - Short story, Time Attack and Season modes. Chaotic gameplay and real physics. Driving simulation. Beautiful 3D graphics. Many obstacles on the way. Music and sounds. Intuitive control system. How to play Use WASD keys to control the car.Q: How to generate a
pointer to the end of a vector to be used in a callback? I need to call a function with a callback that contains a void *pointer. The function should not know or care that the pointer is actually a pointer to the end of a vector, and should pass the pointer to a callback function. The callback should store the pointer in its argument and return an integer. Right now I am trying to play with &c_Vector.back. A:
You can just use reinterpret_cast to convert the void * to a void *. void * vptr; ... void * ptr = &c_Vector.back; int (*callback) (int, void *) = reinterpret_cast(ptr); Q: Rails 3 adding optional parameters to an existing route I've got the following route in my routes.rb file map.coverPage 'views/photos', :controller => 'photos', :action => 'cover' which I want to add an optional parameter :album_id to:
map.coverPage 'views/photos', :controller => 'photos', :action => 'cover', :album_id => album_id When I do that it seems to just concatenate the two together How can I do this without editing the routes.rb? Routes 82157476af
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